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Why we developed Pat

Automate common sexual health queries 

Leverage shift in communication

Pilot a new approach in digital communications

Provide accurate information 24/7/365

Increase Positive East’s capacity to provide more bespoke support 
to complex cases

Provide Positive East with an additional tool



How we developed Pat

What will Pat talk about? 

How will Pat respond? 

How will we understand our users? 

- Surveys
- Focus groups
- Common questions

- Interview Positive East staff/volunteers
- Review Positive East resources
- Focus groups

- User testing:  pretend to be the chatbot
- User testing: users test chatbot
- Review real message data

300+ intents



“Being neurodivergent & having 
chronic mental and physical 
illnesses, I usually really struggle to 
remember to log onto STI centre 
pages …The PAT bot was just 
advertised … I clicked on it, and 
spontaneously booked for tomorrow. 
I haven’t had an STI test in 3(!) 
years”

“I was a little overwhelmed at 
the choice when doing 
it manually. Pat helped me 
through it step by step”

“It has been a great 
experience. Easy to book
and accessible in my local community. 
Love it !”


Create videos with https://clipchamp.com/en/video-editor - free online video editor, video compressor, video converter.





Key findings

High message accuracy rate of 98.6%

150 users on average per month

77% reduction in sexual health inquires to 
general email

Primary user themes: 42% HIV testing, 15% window
Periods, 12% STI symptoms

Cost effective tool to improve access to information

Between 8am and 8pm most popular time of use



Next steps

Automate more common sexual health queries 

Continue to develop Pat’s capabilities 

Expand hosting Pat on additional websites

Chat to Pat = online source for sexual health info

Pat currently exists on 3 additional sexual 
health websites: South West London, Hertfordshire, 

Derbyshire
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